Abstract
A better understanding of what factors influence physician professional satisfaction is needed to ensure a continuing, vibrant and productive physician population. This research primarily uses results of the 2004 National Physician Survey (NPS), complemented by information from other surveys and reports. Various aspects of professional satisfaction were analyzed along with a detailed examination of workload and on-call responsibilities.

Overall professional satisfaction was high but interesting relationships were noted among levels of satisfaction and hours worked, especially when disaggregated by demographic and other characteristics. Geographic differences were evident with some aspects of satisfaction such as relationships with hospitals and non-physician health care workers.

Methodology
Results of the 2004 National Physician Survey was the main data source complemented by the 1999 and 2001 CMA Physician Resource Questionnaires (PRQ) as well as the CMA Membership Baseline Surveys. Bivariate analyses were conducted on each aspect of professional satisfaction and physician demographics (e.g., age, sex, children) plus practice characteristics (e.g., setting, method of payment, solo/group). Using the workload data, a maximum hours scenario estimated possible future shortfalls of physicians.

Analysis and interpretation of results
Table 1 shows high levels of satisfaction among physicians for most aspects of professional practice. A slight majority (54%) indicated they were satisfied with their balance between personal and professional commitments and only 16% were satisfied with their ability to find a locum (25% if “not applicable” excluded).

Physicians in New Brunswick were among those most satisfied with their relationships with hospitals at 65%. Ontario and BC doctors were among those least likely to express satisfaction with this relationship at around 46%.

Family physicians satisfied with their balance between professional and personal commitments averaged fewer hours/week than did satisfied specialists. Specialists working in community clinics/health centres who were dissatisfied with their balance averaged fewer hours per week than the satisfied specialists in the academic health science centres.

Overall, males with dependents tended to report more hours per week than males without dependents; the opposite was seen for female physicians. Males with children under age 6 averaged 55 hours/week compared with 42 hours for females with young children. This gender gap disappears when the physicians have no dependents.

It is also interesting to look at 1999 PRQ data for physicians with children at home to compare how males and females divide their work and home responsibilities. While males spent 56 hours a week on professional activities with 11 hours on child care, female physicians spent 49 hours a week on professional activities and devoted 40 hours a week to child care.

Impact of findings
Having considered satisfaction as a whole and how it pertains to physician demographics, work/patient care setting, on-call hours per week, etc., future scenarios can be approached in an informed manner. The awareness of what factors in particular influence a physician’s satisfaction as well as detract from it allow planners to prevent burnout among practicing physicians and better prepare for the next generation of Canadian physicians.
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Statement of research question
The aim of the research was to bring together physician survey data that has measured various aspects of professional satisfaction and examine differences among physician demographic and practice characteristics.